Textile Works

Who

Sara Badr Schmidt is a visual artist born in

Stockholm. Swedish and Lebanese, she has lived between Lebanon, France and Sweden. She currently lives and works in Paris.
Her exhibitions consist mainly of installations, including paintings, photographs, videos and fiber works. One of her main projects, Borderless, is a reflection on the impact of geographic and
ideological borders, on individual and collective freedoms. She
approaches political subjects in a positive and poetic way, in order to arouse emotions and questioning. Her work has been presented in different places such as the Grand Palais in Paris, the
Agial gallery in Beirut, the French Institute in Milan for the Universal Exhibition 2015, the Morone gallery in Milan, the Parcours
Saint-Germain in Paris and the FD Shim gallery in New York. After discovering the craft of the rug, she began to use it as a great
creative medium. Inspired by her multicultural surroundings, her
fiber work is part of the ambitious desire to push the boundaries
between art and design even further.

What

When Sara Badr Schmidt discovers the craft

of the rug, she wanted to honor it with innovative graphics that
highlight the precision of the weaving techniques and the nobility
of the materials used.
Since then, she has devoted herself to this activity creating highend and contemporary rugs. These are tailor-made pieces especially for art lovers, drawing inspiration from their world. The
conception of the design, the choice of dimensions and the selection of materials contribute to the creation of unique, artistic
and functional rugs.
Historically, the rug is nomadic and easily transportable, so it
adapts perfectly to our contemporary world. It is an object of
comfort, we experience it in an intimate way, it is visual and tactile. It is also very welcoming.
Ancestral and eco-responsible manufacturing combined with
contemporary design makes it a bridge between the past and the
present for an art object of the world of tomorrow, personal and
mobile.

How

Quality and ecological consideration are at the

heart of the manufacture of Sara Badr Schmidt’s fiber works.
The rugs are made in Nepal, France and Peru exclusively in factories that respect an artisanal and ethical manufacturing method.
Everything is done manually, the spinning of the materials, the
dyeing, the weaving and the finishing, thus making each rug an
original piece.
The very high knotting density used guarantees the quality of
the rug and enables a very high precision in the finishing of the
design.
The rugs are exclusively composed of natural materials such as
silk, cashmere, Himalayan wool, bamboo and nettle fibers, which
gives them a lively visual aspect while guaranteeing a texture of
the greatest comfort.
It is the balance between an innovative design, a traditional quality manufacturing and the choice of noble materials which makes
each rug one of a kind.

Follow the line
A random line or string entangles and overlaps indefinitely. Simultaneously ludic, refined and understated, the different variations
of “Follow the line” are abstract or figurative.
The thick pile of this rug makes it comfortable, it adds warmth
and coziness to the space.
Hand knotted
Bamboo fiber and Himalayan wool
150 000 knots/m2

Branches
The design of this rug echoes the environment of the room for
which it is intended: large windows overlooking trees and a wooden beam ceiling. While working on the design of this rug, it was
obvious for Sara to reproduce on the floor a painting she did a few
years ago representing branches. Thus in this large living room, a
story is told with wood as the main character, in all its states: the
living trees visible from the windows, the logs near the fireplace,
the beams on the ceiling. And on the floor, the rug with a sophisticated representation of branches, which like a Japanese engraving, seem to have been drawn with ink using a brush, underlined
by metallic threads of gold and copper.
The light color of the rug’s background, a mixture of bamboo and
wool, adds luminosity to the room, the shimmer of the fibers is
modulated throughout the day by the natural light that reflects
off them.
Like many of her creations, Branches is a tribute to nature, which
is and always will be the motherland of Sara’s inspiration.
Hand knotted
Bamboo fiber, Himalayan wool and metallic fiber
150 000 knots/m2

Splash
Designed for a room opening onto a green terrace, “Splash” is a
mosaic in which the gaze drowns. Evoking water, a natural element, this rug thus forms the link between the interior and the
exterior. The design of this rug is inspired by the tiling of a swimming pool, an exceptional craftsmanship has enabled the creation
of this patchwork of materials and colors crisscrossed by a golden
metallic thread.
Hand knotted
Silk, cashmere, Himalayan wool
and metallic fiber
300 000 knots/m2

Colorshot
Inspired by a painting from the Italian Trecento and the characteristics of stained glass, this rug is an abstract transcription of an
image of the past in a resolutely contemporary design.
The juxtaposition of several ranges of colors, of different materials and compositions make the feel of “Colorshot” vibrant and
shimmery.
Hand knotted
Silk, cashmere and Himalayan wool
300 000 knots/m2

Cloud
Specially designed to be in a place with a view of the sky, «Cloud»
is a dialogue between the ground and the sky.
The commission was to imagine a rug for an empty space located
in front of a large bay window. The latter opening on the sky, Sara
Badr Schmidt had the idea to reproduce on a rug, a cloud that
she had painted on a canvas.
Oil paint has very particular characteristics. These qualities had
to be reproduced with fibers. The challenge was to reinterpret
a detail of an oil painting into a textile work. It is the balance
between innovative design, traditional quality manufacturing
and the choice of noble materials that makes this rug unique. The
bamboo and wool fibers have been dyed according to the colors
of the painting, in a subtle palette of blue shades. The blue wool
sky gradually evolves into the white bamboo cloud to reproduce
the depth of the sky and the brightness of the clouds, vectors
of light. The rug was trimmed to a minimum to maintain a soft,
vaporous cloud-like appearance. A craftsman capable of visually
interpreting a design was specially appointed by the manufacture
to carry out this work. A close collaboration between the artisan
took place, with many exchanges and tests until the final result
was achieved, transforming an oil painting into a textile work.
Hand tufted
High density
Bamboo fiber and wool

The Golden Project
The Golden Project is a set of graphic textile works created in
resonance with the Cloud rug. Four pieces make up this serie:
Golden Sun, Golden Lines, Golden Dust, Golden Path.
This project mixes different sources of inspiration from ancient
civilizations, a Chinese proverb, a solar observatory represented
on the floor of the cathedral of Palermo and a symbolic thought
from classical antiquity.

Golden Sun
Golden Sun, a sun shines in the center of the rug and echoes the
Cloud rug placed a few meters away.
This rug illustrates an idea from classical antiquity that associates in a triad the sun, the heart and gold, entities synonymous
with each other.
It also draws its inspiration from the design of a heliometer (solar
observatory) that appears on the floor of the cathedral of Palermo.
The central sun is framed by lines of copper fiber and black wool,
a motif found also on Golden Path, another piece in the Golden
Project series.
Hand knotted
Himalayan wool, linen and metallic fiber
150 000 knots/m2

Golden Lines
A page of paper torn out on which one can see the golden lines
of a writing sheet.
At the corner of this page is an ancient Chinese proverb: “The
infinite is a square without corners.”
The rug is made of silk, the brilliance of this material allowed
to reproduce the particularly subtle color of eucalyptus leaves,
shades of green, grey and blue.
The edges of this rug are cut to suggest a torn sheet of paper.
This rug is made in an exceptional knot of three hundred knots
per square meters, which allows for the precision of the letters.
Hand knotted
Silk, cashmere and metallic fiber
300 000 knots/m2

Golden Dust
Golden Dust illustrates the sentence that appears on the rug
placed a few meters away, Golden Lines: “The infinite is a square
without corners.
In its center, a square with rounded edges radiates, allegory of the
sun of Golden Sun.
All around, like a golden dust, small squares clump together to
finally form the central square.
The deep orange background brings a vibrant base to this dance
of particles.
Hand knotted
Himalayan wool and bamboo
150 000 knots/m2

Golden Path
Golden Path accompanies the footsteps through the corridor that
serves the private part of the apartment.
A central line in metallic bronze fiber inspired by the graphic of
a solar observatory that appears on the floor of the cathedral of
Palermo, crosses this rug made of three parts that fit together
like a puzzle.
Nine small golden squares punctuate the path to finally constitute a large square, final point of the path. A third part branches
off into the dressing area with nine other small golden squares in
its center.
A subtle gradient underlines the perspective of this place of passage. The wool gradually gives way to silk and finally cashmere
takes over in the part that leads to the dressing room.
In addition to being visual, this progression of materials transforms the crossing of this rug into a sensory experience.
Hand knotted
Silk, cashmere, Himalayan wool and metallic fiber
300 000 knots/m2

Cose Naturali
Foliages, flowers, natural elements, «Cose Naturali» is a tribute to
one of the favorite themes of art since the 16th century and in
particular of the Dutch masters, the still-life. To evoke the effects
of transparency and depth of painting, a combination of materials,
silk, wool and cashmere is used. A very dense knot also contributes
to the quality of the final result. The making of this rug was similar
to that of a painting, with touches of color being applied as the eye
felt, working the volumes that appear to be in three dimensions.
The touch is extremely rich, the tangle of silk, cashmere and wool
creates a contrasting and subtle sensation reinforced by the depth
of the rug which provides unparalleled comfort.
Hand knotted
Silk, Himalayan wool and cashmere
300 000 knots/m2

Universe
“the universe is a box which contains the earth
which is a box which contains the house
which is a box which contains the humankind
which is a box which contains the soul
which is a box which contains the universe”
Inspired by an art piece that Sara Badr Schmidt had in one of her
installations, this “thought leading thread” written on a monochrome background imposes itself as the focal point of the rug.
“Universe” is minimalist in its design yet complex in its technique, as its tight and precise knotting makes it possible to obtain the small size and the sharpness of the characters on a dense
weaving base.
Hand knotted
Himalayan wool and silk
300 000 knots/m2

Petit Pois
With the same production technique used for the rug “Unverse”,
namely a very high density of weaving in order to obtain great
precision for the characters forming the sentence, this textile
work was part of an art installation, “Il était une fois un petit
pois”, showed at Agial Gallery in Beirut.
On the rug, one can read: “a city with a blue sea and a blue sky. a
lost cloud ended up in the blue sky, it started to rain, iron rain”.
Hand knotted
Silk and Himalayan wool
300 000 knots/m2

Moss
Organic and tactile, «Moss» is the visual continuation of the outdoor garden inside the room. Inspired by a childhood drawing,
the marks of time visible on the edges of the leaf, or the fading
of the ink over the years were used as essential elements of the
design. Imitating moss, small tufts of different heights and compositions emerge on the flat surface of the rug, a play of heights
brings a visual and tactile dimension. The edges are irregular and
cracks punctuate the whole.
«Moss» retranscribes the organic texture of the surface of a garden, its roughness and irregularities. To express these particularities, all the possibilities offered by hand-knotted rug techniques
have been exploited. Different materials were used, linen for the
furrows, a mixture of bamboo and wool for the background and
the tufts of moss, in different proportions depending on the place.
The colors, variations of greens, required a subtle work of dyeing
the threads, assembled in a unique way in each section of the rug.
Hand knotted
Bamboo fiber, Himalayan wool and linen
150 000 knots/m2

Street Rainbow
“Street Rainbow” is a dive into colors. The tones and colors intertwine to form a circular rainbow. The inspiration for this rug
is a drop of petrol on the pavement. A reminder that the extraordinary and the beauty can be found even where less expected.
Its shimmery and bright colors gives a bold personality to this
rug.
Hand knotted
Silk and Himalayan wool
300 000 knots/m2

Beach
Inspired by a picture of a beach, this rug is made up of three
movable and interchangeable fields of colors, thus enabling one to
compose one’s rug to suit the seasons or one’s mood. Each made
of different materials (wool, silk and banana fibre), these three
sections reflect the light in their own way all throughout the day,
creating a visual interplay.
Hand knotted
Silk, Himalayan wool and banana fiber
150 000 knots/m2

Smash
Alluding to a clay tennis court, which just like a rug, is defined
to the ground in a precise zone. This rug, by its originality, gives
a playful note to the room it’s in, creating a visual interplay. Particular attention was paid to the development of the color in order
to reproduce the hue and appearance of the clay.
Hand knotted
Himalayan wool and linen
150 000 knots/m2

Mirror
This rug was designed specifically for the room in which it is
covering the floor.
It reflects the ceiling trim by dismantling it: the rectangular shape
is redistributed on the perimeter, the floral ornament, however
is stylised and dispersed throughout +the whole rug. It perfectly
compliments the room, creating a dialogue between the floor and
the ceiling and their two well distinguished areas.
The silky and shimmery nature of the bamboo fibre is counterbalanced by the raw aspect of the nettle fibre. The joining of the two
materials gives the rug the glistening effect of a lake.
Hand knotted
Himalayan wool, nettle fiber and silk
150 000 knots/m2

Good Luck
Good Luck is inspired by the lucky eye that is traditionally found
in the Middle East.
The idea behind the concept of this carpet-object was born from
the desire for a carpet that could be used as a seat cushion.
Like a puzzle, the different parts are removable and can be used
independently as needed.
Decorative, playful and functional, a work of art and a lucky object for the house!
Hand knotted
Bamboo fiber and Himalayan wool
150 000 knots/m2

Chakra
Chakra is the result of the collaboration with Inata, publisher of
exceptional alpaca rugs. Creativity and know-how come together
for a unique product, produced in a limited serie. Journey of the
senses, Chakra invites relaxation, a moment of rejuvenation. The
shape, dimensions, composition, materials used have been studied to allow the gaze to travel and the body to relax in contact
with the rug. Designed like a painting, Chakra can be hanged on
the wall for meditative contemplation or droped to the ground
for a suspended time, a deep relaxation of the body.
The gaze travels through the meanders and depths of color. The
body appropriates the softness and the comfort of the material.
Subtle shades of white, the background welcomes in the center
a gradient of colors symbolizing the progression of the chakras
through the energy centers.
Contemplative work, rest mat, meditation base, each one can
appropriate Chakra in their own way.
The rug is 100% alpaca and silk. Alpaca is a natural, hypoallergenic material that provides maximum comfort and great durability,
all while respecting the environment.

Made to order
Limited signed edition of 50
100% alpaca and silk
Hand tufted
2 x 1m - 18 mm pile
Eyelets for hanging

Puddle
The sight of a melted candle inspired the Puddle rug.
Two thin layers are superimposed for an organic look and feel.
Openings have been created in the top layer allowing the bottom
layer to show through.
This generously shaped rug conveys a sleek sense of
lightness.
Rectangular rugs being everywhere, with Puddle,
the intention is to be less rigorous and to
encourage freedom of form.
With its own personality, this rug alone dresses
a room, giving it originality and subtlety.
Hand knotted
Himalayan wool
150 000 knots/m2
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